




Abstract—In this paper, we present a new alternative method for 
text steganalysis based on an evolution algorithm, implemented using 
the Java Evolution Algorithms Package (JEAP). The main objective 
of this paper is to detect the existence of hidden messages based on 
fitness values of a text description. It is found that the detection 
performance has been influenced by two groups of fitness values 
which are good fitness value and bad fitness value.  This paper 
provides a valuable insight into the development and enhancement of 
the text steganalysis domain. 
 
Keywords—Text steganalysis, Natural language steganalysis, 
Evolution algorithm, Fitness values. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N recent decades, the application of computers in different 
realms of life and work has come to the fore.  One of the 
many issues raised is the security of information, which has 
gained considerable importance. This is because information is 
now treated as a commodity or a resource comparable to 
labour and capital [1]. One of the concerns in the area of 
information security is the concept of information hiding [2]. 
The information hiding concept has received attention from 
the research community and has been rapidly evolving since 
the first academic conference on the subject organised in 1996. 
Information hiding is a broad term for a scientific discipline 
that studies various topics such as covert and subliminal 
communication channels, detection of hidden information, 
watermarking of digital object, fingerprint, and anonymity 
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services. There are two main directions in information hiding; 
firstly to protect against the detection of secret messages by a 
passive adversary, and secondly to hide data so that even an 
active adversary cannot access or modify the data [3]. A 
survey of current information hiding is given by [4] which 
revealed a recent important sub-discipline known as 
steganography. 
Steganography is the art and science of communicating in 
such a way that the presence of a hidden message cannot be 
detected [5]. There are two aspects of steganography, namely 
technical steganography and natural language steganography. 
Technical steganography concentrates on channel capacity 
which is concerned about a cover medium to hide messages, 
while natural language steganography concentrates on using 
written natural language to conceal secret messages [6]. 
Technical steganography has been carried out on image 
steganography [7, 8], video steganography [9, 10], and audio 
steganography [11] which have produced good results. On the 
other hand, natural language steganography is the art of using 
natural language to conceal secret messages.  It focuses on 
hiding information in text by using text steganography and 
linguistic steganography. Currently, text steganography is 
developed based on an attracting method of the steganography 
itself, which is called text steganalysis [12].  
Surprisingly, very little work has attempted to formalise 
steganalysis. This is due largely to the relative lack of 
redundant information in a natural language in comparison 
with an image, video, or audio. A few detection algorithms in 
text steganalysis have been proposed, which includes a 
statistical analysis of a kind of word-shift text steganography 
that contributes to both text-steganalysis and text-
steganography by using neighbour difference (length 
difference of two consecutive spaces) in PDF text document 
[13]. Other studies have proposed a steganalysis method based 
on a dictionary, for example, the MobyDick algorithm can 
simultaneously find hundreds of different words and each of 
them present in a small subset of the sequences. In a kind of 
character distribution, another study proposed a steganalysis 
for text steganography based on font format that uses Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) to train the classifier and use the 
resulting trained classifier to detect the existence of hidden 
information within the text document [14]. Based on 
Chandramouli and Subbalakshmi [15] who had studied a 
critical analysis for most steganalysis methodologies, found 
that steganalysis with CI approaches can be implemented to 
solve steganalysis problems. The ultimate goal of CI 
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approaches is to create cognitive systems that could compete 
with humans in a large number of areas. The output of a CI 
approaches includes predictions and/or decisions such as done 
in [16, 17, 18].  
Recently, many methods in digital steganalysis have been 
presented by researchers. All of these methods can be 
classified into two types which are identified as statistical 
steganalysis and CI steganalysis. Statistical steganalysis 
consists of Linear Regression such as Simple Pair Analysis, 
and Regular and Singular Analysis, Support Vector Machine, 
and Information Theory. CI includes methods such as neural 
networks, evolutionary computation (Genetic Algorithms 
(GA), Swarm Intelligence (SI) and Evolution Algorithm 
(EA)), and other optimisation algorithms. Meanwhile, GA is 
part of the EA group [19], which are techniques for handling 
uncertainty, such as Bayesian, fuzzy logic, and certainty 
theory. Bayesian and Certainty Theory appear in both of these 
two steganalysis classifications, as shown in Fig.1. One of the 
strongest methods in CI approach is the EA which can be 
utilized in text steganalysis. This is because; EA is a better 
solution to solve complex problems [20] which is able to 
produce a systematic rule for feature selection of solution and 
it is very powerful for optimisation [21]. However, it has been 
found to be effective in audio steganalysis [22] and image 
























































II. EVOLUTION ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION  
EA is the idea of evolution, and as evolution itself must 
have evolved to reach its current state, it is used not only for 
finding solutions to solve complex problems, but also used to 
fine-tune the algorithm to a particular problem and can be 
hybridised with other techniques. This is because the 
flexibility of EA that can handle general optimisation problems 
using virtually any reasonable representation and performance 
[25]. EA also can be used to develop classification of 
adaptation based on the mechanism of adaptation and level in 
occurrence [26]. Meanwhile, EA can be applied on any type of 
cost function that do not require any high order information. 
Based on EA, cost functions may not always be used to 
compute with poor numerical accuracy. EA is one method that 
can be used to evaluate the population in parallel, because it 
has also implemented several mechanisms and selection 
strategies developed to support this type of parallelism [27]. 
EA is also used in networking, where the application of EA 
can optimise networks and improve robustness to protect the 
network from attacks with a significant success [28]. The term 
optimisation refers to a function that is maximised or 
minimised and it is evaluated for every individual. The 
selection will choose the best gene combinations (individuals), 
which through crossover and mutation should generate better 
solutions in the next population. One of the most often used 
schemes of EA is shown in Fig.2. Algorithm 1 has shown the 
flow of EA used in this study. 
 
 
Fig.2. A process of the evolutionary algorithms 
 
 
Algorithm 1: Evolution Algorithm 
1.  Generate initial population – first generation is randomly 
generated, by selecting the genes of the chromosomes among 
the allowed alphabet for the gene. 
2.  Calculation of the values of the function that is required to 
minimise or maximise. 
3.  Check for termination of the algorithm – for most 
optimisation algorithms, it is possible to stop the genetic 
optimisation by: 
• Value of the function – the value of the function of the 
best individual is within a defined range around a set 
value.  
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• Maximal number of iterations – this is the most widely 
used stopping criteria. It guarantees that the algorithms 
will give some results within some required time. 
• Stall generation – if within initially set number of 
generations there is no improvement of the value of the 
fitness function of the best individual, the algorithms 
stops. 
4.  Selection – between all individuals in the current population 
are chosen those who will continue, and by means of 
crossover and mutation, will produce an offspring population. 
5. Recombination – the individuals chosen by selection 
recombine with each other and new individuals will be 
created. The aim is to get offspring individuals. 
6. Mutation – by means of random change of some of the genes, 
it is guaranteed that even if none of the individuals contain 
the necessary gene value for the extremum, it is still possible 
to reach the extremum. 
7. New generation – the elite individuals chosen from the 
selection are combined with those who passed the crossover 
and mutation, and form the next generation. 
 
 
III. TEXT STEGANALYSIS: STATISTICAL BASED 
Commonly, text steganalysis tries to find a good 
combination pattern of expected hidden messages in the 
natural language text itself. There are three major types of 
statistical detection on text steganalysis domain which are 




This steganalysis approach can identify a large number of 
putative motifs. However, the statistical approach usually lacks 
accurate statistical models and suffers from the problems of 
producing too many spurious motifs. So that, this steganalysis 
approach uses the statistical characteristics of correlations 
between the general stego-text segments and normal text 
segments to detect stego-text that is generated by three 
different text steganography approaches: Markov-Chain-
Based, NICETEXT, and TEXTO [29]. 
 
B. Dictionary Based 
The concepts of dictionary and word usage frequencies for 
constructing sequences is when the detection algorithm is 
presented as a decomposed set of word DNA sequences; the 
most probable dictionary of words. An innovative dictionary 
based on motif finding algorithm for natural language 
steganalysis is WordSpy [30]. One significant feature of 
WordSpy is the combination of a word counting method and a 
statistical model. In essence, WordSpy is a deciphering 
algorithm that learns a dictionary and statistical model to 
model the stegoscript.  
 
C. Characters Distribution 
This method proposes one set of combination text models to 
analyse natural text. Different models analyse text in different 
ways, but they get similar conclusions, thus it can be 
summarised that one can apply different models for different 
needs and demands. A method has been proposed where a 
steganalysis for text steganography is based on font format that 
uses Support Vector Machine (SVM) to train the classifier and 
in turn uses the trained classifier to detect the existence of 
hidden information within a text document [31].  Meanwhile, 
another detection method has introduced a Tag-Mismatch 
algorithm to detect the hidden information embedded in letters 
of tags in a web page [32]. In 2009, Zhao et al. [33] had 
proposed a method to detect the existence of hidden 
information in mixed texts of English and Chinese using 
character substitution in texts by SVM as a classifier to 
classify the characteristic vector input to SVM. 
 
D.  Perplexity Based 
This is a steganography detection algorithm based on 
perplexity. The research examines the drawbacks of the 
NICETEXT system, aiming to accurately classify stego-text 
and normal text in small size. An experiment showed that if 
they create a Language Model from normal text, then use it to 
calculate the perplexity of normal text and stego-text, the result 
is similar [34]. 
 
 
IV. TEXT STEGANALYSIS MODEL 
 
 
Fig.3.  Steganology view on the text environment 
 
The model for detecting data within the hidden data can be 
described as follows. The embedded data is the message that 
one wishes to send secretly. It is usually hidden in an 
appropriate text, showing the stego-text or other stego-object. 
A stego-key is used to control the hiding process so as to 
restrict detection and/or recovery of the embedded data to 
parties who know it. The processes of steganography and 
steganalysis can be represented in Fig.3. The Outsider and 
Insider are locked up in separate cells far apart from each 
other. They are allowed to communicate by means of sending 
messages via Secure Space who does not suspect such 
communication is taking place. Secure Space who plays the 
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role of the adversary will break all communication that comes 
into space. If Secure Space detects any sign of conspiracy, it 
will suppress all messages. Both the Outsider and Insider are 
well aware of these facts. Let us assume that, 
 
S    stego text 
M    original text 
C    cover text 
     E (M, C) embedding text 
 
Thus, the Outsider is trying to send a hidden message 
known as original text M, within a cover text C, which 
involves a stego key K through an embedding process known 
as E (M, C). The first step is applying the invertible function e: 
{M, C} → S. Then, the Outsider can map a original text M to a 
stego text S, using key K through e(M, C) = S. Since S is a 
stego message, Secure Space will not find it suspicious, and 
since the function is invertible, the Insider will be able to 
compute d(S) = {M, C} in order to reconstruct the original text 
M and cover text C with a stego key K. The embedding 
process ƒe of hiding original text M should exploit the 
embedding key K with the pre-processing random 
characteristics r (such as white noise) on cover text C as ƒp is 
known as actual cover Cr [35]. 
 
S = ƒe (C, M, K) 
S = ƒp (C, r) + M + K 
S = Cr + M + K                (1) 
 
At the same time, Secure Space can also use this information 
to decide the presence or absence of a hidden message. From 
the conditional state of steganography system, the only 
knowledge available is that  
 
y(k) = s(k) + αw(k), k = 1, 2,…, N           (2) 
where  
y(k)  analyzed text 
s(k)  stego text 
w(k)  cover text 
α   text strength α > 0 based on the fitness value  
 
It can be assumed that the signal distribution of analysed 
text y(k) and common transform coefficient distribution of 
cover text w(k) is justified as a Gaussian distribution. 
Therefore, this study is tried to manipulate the text strength 
(fitness values) in order to detect the existing message on the 
analyzed text. 
 
V. A MODELED PROCESS OF STEGANALYSIS SYSTEM 
A development process for a steganalysis system is modeled 
with JAVA Genetic Algorithm programming (JGAP) language 
by using Netbean IDE 6.9.1. This system is known as 
Evolution Detection Steganalysis System (EDSS). The user 
interface of EDSS is shown in Fig.4 and the explanation of 




Fig.4. User interface of EDSS 
 
 
Table 1. EDSS Components 
Number Component Description 
       1          Stego text area 
 
 
       2            Result area 
 
       3        Generate Button 
   
       4          Clear Button 
      
       5           Exit Button 
The area to show the stego-text that is 
imported from HiddenStegoText.TXT. 
 
The area to show the result from the 
process of EDSS. 
The button to start the process of 
EDSS. 
 
The button to clear all the text in result 
area. 
The button to close the system. 
 
The EDSS uses JGAP to provide basic genetic mechanisms 
that can be easy to use for applying evolution principles to 
problem solutions. The system will produce correct words and 
fitness values of each word and sentence generated by EDSS. 
Thus, this study uses the weight of each character to calculate 
the fitness value, which means that the weight represents the 
fitness. 
The EDSS algorithm can be separated into two parts. The 
first part of the algorithm is for words and the second part is 
the algorithm for sentences. The algorithm for words is 
implemented according to the following steps: 
i. First step: import the important files, which are 
StegoDictionary.txt and HiddenStegoText.TXT, to the 
system for generating correctly words based on this 
dictionary. 
ii. Second step: select one line from HiddenStegoText.TXT 
refer to variable “S” and store into variable char array “c”. 
Thus, the formula of this step is  S = {c0, c1, c2,…cn}. 
iii. Third step: compare “S” with StegoDictionary.txt since first 
character until end of character in “c”. If c0 matches an 
entry in the dictionary, then store character in String 
variable “w”, go to step 4. If c0 does not match the 
dictionary, thus the formula of this step is w =  . 
iv. Fourth step: get word “w” from previous step, and import 
StegotextWeight.TXT, after that get weight for each 
character from this file to calculate fitness value.  For 
example: 
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Position c0 c1 c2 
Character b o y 
Weight 0.774 0.637 0.871 
 
v. Fifth/Final step: get weights of each character to calculate in 
fitness function, identify variable “F”. The “F” function 
will return the fitness value “f” of each word that matched 
entries in the dictionary from step 3. Thus, the formula for 
total fitness value of this step is f =    
 
Then, fitness function process will be determined as 2.145.  
The second part of this algorithm in detecting sentences is 
shown in the following steps: 
i. First step: import HiddenStegoText.TXT. 
ii. Second step: select one line from HiddenStegoText.TXT, 
refer to variable “S” and store into variable char array “c”. 
The formula of this step is S = {c0, c1, c2,…, cn}. 
iii. Third step: import StegotextWeight.TXT and get sentence 
from previous step. After that used loop to find the weight 
of each character. For example: 
 
Position c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 
Character t h e b o y 
Weight 0.778 0.825 0.612 0.774 0.637 0.871 
 
iv. Fourth/Last step: import StegoDictionary.txt to EDSS to 
find the correct words of the sentence and calculate fitness 
value of this sentence. Thus, the formula of this step is f = 
F . Then, fitness function process will be 
determined as 17.521.  
 
Table 2 below shows the data set called stego-text named 
HiddenStegoText.TXT. This is a text file containing 22 lines of 
HiddenStegoText.TXT taken from [36]. The file consists of 
893 bytes in size and occupies 4.00 KB of memory on i-1 disk. 
 
Table 2. HiddenStegoText.TXT 
Text_ID                 StegoText 
T i-1 theboywiththehorseisinthepark 
T i-2 thegirlwiththecarisinthepark 
T i-3 theboywiththehorsewasinthepark 
T i-4 thegirlwiththecarisintheriver 
T i-5 theboywiththeboatwasintheriver 
T i-6 theboysawthatthegirlraninthepark 
T i-7 thegirlsawthatthehorseraninthepark 
T i-8 theboysaidthatthegirlwasrunninginthepark 
T i-9 thegirlsaidthattheduckswamintheriver 
T i-10 theboyheardthatthegirlwasrunninginthepark 
T i-11 thegirlheardthattheduckswamintheriver 
T i-12 theboysaidthatthegirlraninthepark 
T i-13 thegirlsaidthattheduckswamintheriver 
T i-14 theboyheardthatthegirlraninthepark 
T i-15 thegirlheardthattheduckswamintheriver 
T i-16 theboyranafterthehorseinthepark 
T i-17 theboythatranafterthecarisinthepark 
T i-18 thegirlthatranaftertheboyisinthecar 
T i-19 theboythatranafterthegirlisinthecar 
T i-20 thegirlthatranaftertheboyranaftertheboyranafterhecar 







VI. MODELING PROCESS OF EDSS 
The EDSS is used to detect the analysed text which is 
generated by steganography techniques. Stego-text or analysed 
text has been imported from HiddenStegoText.TXT file. EDSS 
used StegoDictionary.txt to identify the correct words of each 
line of HiddenStegoText.TXT and used StegotextWeight.TXT to 
identify weight of each character to calculate fitness values in 
EDSS in order to justify which text has good fitness and bad 
fitness for the analysed text. The process of EDSS works 
within the public environment between the sender and 
recipient as shown in Fig.5.  
 
 
Fig.5. Model of EDSS 
 
The sender embeds the original text in the cover text that is 
called the stego-text, and in this study HiddenStegoText.TXT 
was used as the stego-text file. Thus between transmissions 
within the stego-text file, the EDSS will catch the stego-text to 
detect the hidden message. EDSS can be divided into two 
parts; first is an algorithm for detecting words and the second 
part is an algorithm for detecting sentences. The difference 
between both algorithms is in the process for matching words 
with the dictionary. In the first part, if the system finds a word, 
the system will obtain the weights for each character of that 
word and calculate the fitness value. In the second part, the 
system will get the weights of each character of that sentence, 
then calculate and match the word based on a dictionary. 
The important function of EDSS is the value of the fitness 
evaluation function. Fitness is the value assigned to an 
individual solution. It is based on how far or close the 
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individual solution is from the actual solution.  Typically, a 
fitness function will determine which possible solutions get 
passed on to multiply and mutate into the next generation of 
solutions. EA will discard any individual solution with a low 
fitness value and accept any with a higher possible fitness 
value [37]. Thus, this study uses the term “good fitness” to 
refer to high level of fitness and “bad fitness” to refer to low 
level of fitness. This function will calculate fitness values 
depending on maximum allowed evolution time and number of 
population size as shown in Algorithm 2. 
 
Algorithm 2: Function of Fitness Value 
 
public double evaluate(IChromosome ic)  
{ 
ic is Chromosome. 
set defaultComparation to ic with getConfiguration , 
getFitnessEvaluator and isFitter with parameter 
integer 2 and 1 
set totalWeightOfGene to the getTotalWeightOfGene of ic 
Set fitness to 0 
If defaultComparation is true then 
  Set fitness to totalWeightOfGene 
End if 
         Return  Math.max(1.0d, fitness) 
 } 
protected static double getTotalWeightOfGene(Ichromosome 
a_potentialSolution) 
{ 
 set weight to 0.0f 
 For each genes of chromosome  do 
Set weight to weight plus with values of genes and 
multiple with weight of each character 
Call getWeightOfGene with parameter chromosome 
and position of each gene 
 End for 
          Return weight 
     } 
protected static double getWeightOfGene(IChromosome 
a_potentialSolution,int position) 
{ 
 set weightOfGene to chromosome with 
  call getGene with position of gene 
  call getAllele refer by getGene 




From this pseudo code in EDSS, it can be observed that the 
system includes three main functions to calculate fitness 
values, first is evaluate() for  returning fitness values when the 
system gets the total weight of each gene, second is 
getTotalWeightOfGene() to get the values of each gene 
multiplied with the respective weight of each character, the last 
is getWeightOfGene() to get values of each gene by the 
position of the gene, and return values as a double type to the 
second function. The fitness function is responsible for this 
evaluation and must return a positive number that represents 
the best solution being the highest the number, or the better 
number, the better the solution.  
Normally, fitness values should be an integer number, but in 
this study the double type was used because the weight of each 
character is a double number. Finally, high fitness is best 
suited for situations where a “good” answer will suffice, even 




Before the detection process, the system is unable to 
discover the words in the text analyzed. After generating 
words from the text by using EDSS, the results are evaluated 
using fitness values, namely good fitness and bad fitness 
values.  
 
A. Good Fitness 
Table 3 has shown the sentences with good fitness levels 
after the detecting process of the hidden messages. 
 
Table 3. Good Fitness Value 
Detected Analysed Text Fitness Value 
T i-1 21.1509 
T i-2 20.9527 
T i-3 21.9986 
T i-4 21.2726 
T i-5 22.3126 
T i-9 26.5073 
T i-12 24.4072 
Ti-13 26.5081 
 
Good fitness values generated by EDSS based on the word 
algorithm found or detected eight sentences of the 22 
sentences of the text steganalysis. From the results, it could be 
observed that the EDSS can detect 100% of the hidden 
message in each sentence and fitness values are greater than 
20. For example, the first sentence of text steganalysis 
'theboywiththehorseisinthepark', the EDSS can detected a 
hidden message from this sentence based on the dictionary as 
follows:  'the boy with the horse is in the park'   and came out 
with a fitness value of 21.1590. Normally, if we see the 
sentence of text steganalysis, we can easily understand what it 
means because we are humans and our brain automatically 
recognises the words, but in a computer system, it cannot 
understand what the sentence means and thus would be unable 
to reveal the hidden message with assistance.  
Thus, EDSS has enabled the computer system to understand 
what it ‘means’ through the use of weight values for each 
word. Thus, it can be summarised that if EDSS can detect all 
the words within each sentence, the fitness values would 
become high and greater than the value of 20. Since, fitness 
values depend on the weight of each character, if the EDSS 
can match the words in the dictionary, it would have an effect 
on the overall fitness values. It can be said that the EDSS will 
return good fitness values when it can detect all hidden 
messages within the sentences. Meanwhile, fitness values 
depend on the weight of characters; if the number of words 
that are generated by EDSS based on the dictionary is high in 
number, thus the fitness will be expected to be in the range of 
good fitness values.  
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B. Bad Fitness 
Table 4 has shown the sentences with bad fitness levels after 
the detecting process of the hidden messages. Bad fitness 
values generated by the EDSS based on the word algorithm 
had found 14 sentences of 22 sentences. From here, it can be 
observed that the EDSS can only detect 20-60% of the hidden 
message in each sentence and thus the fitness values are lower 
than 20. 
 
Table 4. Bad Fitness Value 
Detected Analysed Text Fitness Value 
T i-6 4.1830 
T i-7 5.1884 
T i-8 19.8298 
T i-10 7.0429 
T i-11 8.0477 
T i-14 7.0469 
T i-15 8.0527 
T i-16 6.5308 
T i-17 9.6411 
T i-18 10.6517 
T i-19 9.6487 
T i-20 10.6516 
T i-21 11.7920 
T i-22 12.7962 
 
For example, in the sixth sentence of text steganalysis 
'theboysawthatthegirlraninthepark', the EDSS can detect the 
hidden message from this sentence based on the dictionary as 
follows: 'the boy' and generated a fitness value of 4.1830. 
From this example, EDSS cannot detect all the hidden 
messages within that sentence, the EDSS algorithm cannot 
match the proceeding words in dictionary, which means that 
the EA in EDSS is unable to calculate good fitness values yet. 
It can be said that the EDSS will return bad fitness values if 
the number of words that can be detected by EDSS based on 
the dictionary is low in number, which means that the fitness 
values become low, in this study the author uses the term 
“bad”.  
In this section, this study postulates that the EDSS cannot 
detect all the words within each sentence because the EDSS 
was implemented using a sequential searching mode (line-by-
line) for matching the words in the dictionary, thus it may not 
be able to handle complex words such as “running”, since the 
EDSS will match “run” in the dictionary and return the 
associated fitness value. This in turn would affect the search 
and comparison of the next word in the sentence. Thus, fitness 
values become lower than the value of 20, because fitness 
values depend on the weight of each character, and if EDSS 
cannot match the word in the dictionary, it would have a 
decreasing effect on the calculated fitness values.   
 
VIII. CONCLUSION 
A text steganalysis model based on an evolution algorithm 
is developed for detecting hidden messages in text 
steganalysis.  This presents an alternative method for detecting 
hidden messages within a text using a sequential searching 
mode based on a natural language environment.   The 
developed system provides valuable insights for the 
enhancement of steganalytic systems in text domains and 
projects the application of EA for random searches in text 
steganalysis in the future. 
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